A conformational rationale for the wobble behaviour of the first base of the anticodon triplet in tRNA.
We present a conformational rationale for wobble behaviour of the first base in the anticodon triplet of tRNA and hence for the well-known degeneracy of the genetic code. The U-turn hydrogen bond plays an important role in the structure of the anticodon arm and particularly for the anticodon triplet to be in a geometry suitable for the process of recognition in the adaptor-mediated synthesis of proteins. This hydrogen bond in turn precludes a hydrogen bond between the first two sugars of the anticodon triplet, allowing the first base to wobble, while it facilitates one between the second and third sugars of the triplet, positioning these bases for the standard base-pairing with the codon. This neatly explains why there is a degeneracy in the code and why a RNA happens to be the adaptor for protein synthesis. Relevent conformational calculations are presented in support of the theory.